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Though the nine-song Death Peak is slight by Clark’s standards, every
moment of its gothic bluster seems to crackle with thunder and lightning.
The drums are lead-footed, the synths blown-out and overdriven. The
dynamics range from loud to very loud. And Clark’s got a new trick:
choirs, lots of them, hanging low in a narcotized mist over even the
brightest and clubbiest cuts. With its keening vocal sample, “Peak
Magnetic” might be poppy if not for those toil-and-trouble voices conjuring
up clouds in the back.

This development isn’t surprising. The British musician’s previous studio
album, 2014’s great self-titled LP, simmered with dystopian terror. This
time, though, there seems to be an agenda; look at the titles. “Slap
Drones” has that loaded word in it, once used harmlessly by his
labelmates Boards of Canada on “I Saw Drones” before unmanned
warfare wracked the world. “Catastrophe Anthem” features a kids’ choir singing, “We are your ancestors,” perhaps
warning us not to repeat their sins.

If Death Peak’s supposed to be a state-of-the-union address, it’s a bad one. Dark times don’t necessarily call for
disaster-movie music but rather honest art that probes society’s deep-seated problems and calls them out, even if
those problems are our own bullshit. Using cinematic language to spell real-life disaster—choirs, fat Hans Zimmer
synths, sour minor chords—would cheapen it, casting very real problems as no more than a movie.

But either way, all the bluster ultimately brings Death Peak down. Clark is a creative producer—he’s on Warp for a
reason—and he’s capable of crafting some truly slippery sounds. Here, the sonic palette doesn’t seem to sprout
organically but rather from traditional signifiers of drama that have long since passed into cliché. When was last time
you heard a choir that really scared you? Listening to music like this, you don’t feel any real sense of foreboding, but
you understand that’s what you’re supposed to feel.

Death Peak is best in its most lighthearted moments, which seems contradictory with the record’s whole purpose.
The shorter, less time-consuming tracks contain a lot of the best ideas, like the serene, harp-plucking interlude
“Aftermath” or the ticklish “Slap Drones.” And the choirs aren’t the only new voice Clark brings to the table; in the
foreground, all manner of little chirps and tics liven up the soundscape. There are also more house chords than we
usually hear from Clark; this is one of his clubbier albums. At first, Death Peak threatens to be a meat-and-potatoes
dance record. It’d be better off as one instead of veering into dramatic nothings like “Catastrophe Anthem” and “Un
U.K.”

We still hear bits and pieces of the mad genius behind classics like Body Riddle and Turning Dragon, like when he
lets “Peak Magnetic” shatter into a skeleton of slippery sequencers. But after producers like Actress, who have taken
“intelligent dance music” in the Warp mold to even weirder extremes in the interim, Clark’s music can sound a bit
tame, even happy-go-lucky. The best moments here sadly get swallowed up in all the sonic drama. This is a minor
record in the Clark catalog, and it’s a worrying one.
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